The extensive use of wind power can not only reduce dependence on fossil fuels, but also reduce emissions of polluted gases. However, large-scale wind power curtailments often occur in northeast China during the heat supply season, due to the fact that most of electrical demand is covered by the electrical power of the combined heat and power (CHP) during the off-peak hours. At present, for northeast China with heating demand, most of the research only focuses on how to accommodate more wind power on the spot by using one-directional conversion of the electric and thermal energy. But it is still difficult to realize the bi-directional conversion between the electro-gas or electro-thermal energy. In this paper, a combined electro-gas bi-directional conversion system (CEGBCS) is established by adding the power to gas (P2G), fuel cell and heat storage device in CHP system. This CEGBCS can not only realize bi-directional conversion of the electricity and gas, but also decouple the two operation modes of CHP unit, which greatly improve the ability of system to accommodate additional wind power. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed CEGBCS is verified by comparing with two traditional methods.
Introduction
Due to the uncertainty and volatility of wind power, it is impossible to be directly connected to the grid in a large scale at present [1, 2] . The phenomenon of wind power curtailments often occurs in China, especially in the northeast China, where the accommodation of wind power is limited since the electric power of the combined heat and power (CHP) is enough for the electric load demand during most off-peak hour [3] . According to the national wind power statistics, the amount of wind power curtailments in China in the first half of 2017 is as high as 2.35 × 10 11 kW·h, causing direct economic losses more than 1.8 × 10 10 yuan [4] .
At present, there are mainly three methods to increase the wind power accommodation [5, 6] : (1) Direct storage of wind power using batteries [7] [8] [9] [10] ; (2) Expanding the capacity of the power grid; (3) Converting remaining wind power of system into other types of energy, such as pumped storage method [11, 12] , heat storage method, and gas storage method. In Reference [13] , the cooperative operation of electric boiler and thermal power plant is used to improve the system's ability to accommodate wind power. A scheduling model based on CHP, heat storage device, and demand response is proposed in Reference [14] . To further increase the ability to accommodate wind power, the coordinating operation method is proposed among the heat storage device, CHP unit, heat storage device, or pumping energy storage in References [15, 16] . The research in Reference [17] shows that by adding electric boiler and heat storage device into the CHP system, the operation of the CHP system Figure 1 . Production process of power to gas.
P2G technology can transform the excess electricity of system into methane and store it in the natural gas pipeline network. When the system needs electricity, it supplies gas turbines and fuel cells for power generation. P2G not only provides a new way for indirect storage of electric energy, but also increases the system's ability of wind power accommodation. At present, the conversion efficiency of P2G technology can reach 60%−70% [25] .
Operating Characteristics of Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
Fuel cell is a device that produces electric energy by chemical reaction under hydrogen containing fuel and oxidant [26] . The fuel cell used in this paper is a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) [27, 28] . It uses natural gas as fuel, and its chemical reaction equation is as shown in formula (1). 
Fuel cell is a controllable power generation equipment. It can be used to regulate the power and enhance the response speed of the system. At present, the conversion efficiency of PEMFC is over 60% [29] . 
Dual-Mode Decoupling of Combined Electro-Gas Bi-Directional Conversion System (CEGBCS) and Wind Power Accommodation Strategy
The CEGBCS proposed in this paper is as shown in Figure 2 . It consists of P2G, fuel cell, heat storage device, and CHP unit. The reason for decoupling the relationship of the electric power and thermal power of CHP units is to further improve the system's ability to accommodate wind power. The following part will introduce how to decouple two modes of CHP unit by CEGBCS and further present the wind power accommodation strategy. P2G technology can transform the excess electricity of system into methane and store it in the natural gas pipeline network. When the system needs electricity, it supplies gas turbines and fuel cells for power generation. P2G not only provides a new way for indirect storage of electric energy, but also increases the system's ability of wind power accommodation. At present, the conversion efficiency of P2G technology can reach 60−70% [25] .
Decoupling Principle of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) for the Mode of "Following the Thermal
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Operating Characteristics of Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
Fuel cell is a device that produces electric energy by chemical reaction under hydrogen containing fuel and oxidant [26] . The fuel cell used in this paper is a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) [27, 28] . It uses natural gas as fuel, and its chemical reaction equation is as shown in formula (1).
Dual-Mode Decoupling of Combined Electro-Gas Bi-Directional Conversion System (CEGBCS) and Wind Power Accommodation Strategy
The CEGBCS proposed in this paper is as shown in Figure 2 . It consists of P2G, fuel cell, heat storage device, and CHP unit. The reason for decoupling the relationship of the electric power and thermal power of CHP units is to further improve the system's ability to accommodate wind power. The mode of "Following the Thermal Load" (FTL) of CHP means that the operating status of CHP is determined by thermal load. In other words, CHP preferentially meets thermal load demand, and the system unconditionally accepts the produced electric energy.
In this paper, the principle for decoupling the FTL mode by CEGBS is shown in Figure 3 .
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In this paper, the principle for decoupling the FTL mode by CEGBS is shown in Figure 3 . In order to meet the users' thermal demand firstly, CHP unit operates in the mode of "Following the Thermal load". The excess electric power generated by CHP unit, i.e., the power which cannot be consumed by user or connected to gird, could be consumed by P2G. Therefore, the excess power will not affect the electrical load side. When the demand for heat load is low and the demand for electricity load is high, the CHP unit generates as much electric energy as possible within its economic scope, and the excess heat energy generated by CHP is stored in the heat storage device. Thus, the excess thermal energy will not affect the thermal load, either.
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The mode of "Following the Electric Load" (FEL) of CHP means that the operating status of CHP is determined by electric load. In other words, CHP preferentially meets electric load demand, and the system unconditionally accepts the produced thermal energy.
In this paper, the principle for decoupling the FEL mode of CHP is shown in Figure 4 . In order to meet the users' electric demand firstly, CHP unit operates in the mode of "Following the Electric Load". When the heat storage device reaches full storage, the excessive electric demand in the system can be satisfied by increasing the fuel cell output, thereby avoiding the impact of excessive thermal energy on user's comfort. Furthermore, the capacity of the heat storage device can be reduced, which can decrease the cost in some extent.
Wind Power Accommodation Strategy
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Decoupling Principle of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) for the Mode of "Following the Electric Load"
In this paper, the principle for decoupling the FEL mode of CHP is shown in Figure 4 . The mode of "Following the Thermal Load" (FTL) of CHP means that the operating status of CHP is determined by thermal load. In other words, CHP preferentially meets thermal load demand, and the system unconditionally accepts the produced electric energy.
Wind Power Accommodation Strategy
When the intermittent renewable energy is accommodated or dispatched, the corresponding control strategies need to be proposed [30, 31] . The CEGBCS proposed in this paper is to improve the ability of the system to accommodate wind power from two aspects. Firstly, based on the structure of system, the ability of the system to accommodate wind power is improved by decoupling the relationship of the electric power and thermal power of CHP units, which can increase the flexibility In order to meet the users' electric demand firstly, CHP unit operates in the mode of "Following the Electric Load". When the heat storage device reaches full storage, the excessive electric demand in the system can be satisfied by increasing the fuel cell output, thereby avoiding the impact of excessive thermal energy on user's comfort. Furthermore, the capacity of the heat storage device can be reduced, which can decrease the cost in some extent.
When the intermittent renewable energy is accommodated or dispatched, the corresponding control strategies need to be proposed [30, 31] . The CEGBCS proposed in this paper is to improve the ability of the system to accommodate wind power from two aspects. Firstly, based on the structure of system, the ability of the system to accommodate wind power is improved by decoupling the relationship of the electric power and thermal power of CHP units, which can increase the flexibility of system. Secondly, from the aspect of optimal scheduling, by minimizing the objective function composed of the energy purchase cost and pollution gas treatment cost, the electric load in the system will preferentially accommodate wind power of system. Then, the remaining wind power is transformed into storable natural gas by using P2G technology. Figure 5 shows how CEGBCS accommodates wind power by optimal scheduling method. of system. Secondly, from the aspect of optimal scheduling, by minimizing the objective function composed of the energy purchase cost and pollution gas treatment cost, the electric load in the system will preferentially accommodate wind power of system. Then, the remaining wind power is transformed into storable natural gas by using P2G technology. Figure 5 shows how CEGBCS accommodates wind power by optimal scheduling method.
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Mathematical Modeling of Combined Electro-Gas Bi-Directional Conversion System (CEGBS) Internal Devices
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Unit Model
In this paper, the CHP unit is composed of a gas turbine and waste heat recovery device. The relationship between the output electric power and thermal power of the gas turbine is as follows:
where, 
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4.1. Mathematical Modeling of Combined Electro-Gas Bi-Directional Conversion System (CEGBS) Internal Devices
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Unit Model
where, P CHP ge and Q CHP gh represent the output electric power and thermal power of gas turbine respectively (kW); η CHP ge and η CHP loss are the power generation efficiency and energy loss of gas turbine respectively; F CHP gas , L V and V CHP are the amount of natural gas consumed by the gas turbine (m 3 ), the low calorific value of natural gas (kWh/m 3 ), and the thermoelectric ratio of the gas turbine respectively. The heat energy recovered by waste heat recovery device is as follows: where, Q HB is the thermal power output of the waste heat recovery device (kW); η HB is the conversion efficiency of waste heat recovery device.
Power to Gas (P2G)
The relationship between the produced natural gas and the consumed electric power for P2G is as follows:
where, V P2G gas is the gas produced by the P2G (m 3 ); η P2G gas is the conversion efficiency of P2G; P P2G e is electric energy consumed by P2G (kW).
Fuel Cell Model
The fuel cell in this paper uses natural gas as fuel to generate electricity. The relationship between the produced electricity and the consumed natural gas is as follows:
where, V FC gas is the gas consumed by the fuel cell (m 3 ); η FC is the efficiency of fuel cell; P FC (kW) is electric energy produced by fuel cell.
Heat Storage Model
Heat storage device stores thermal energy at time t + 1 is related to the thermal energy at time t and the thermal energy charge or release at time t + 1. The formula of heat storage device is as follows:
where, W HS
represents the storage of thermal energy of heat storage device at t + 1 (kWh). W HS (t) (kWh) represents the storage of thermal energy of heat storage device at t. δ HS is the heat loss rate of heat storage devices; η hs.c and η ds.c are the charging and discharging efficiency of heat storage device, respectively; Q (t+1) hs.c and Q (t+1) ds.c are the heat charge power and heat discharge power of the heat storage device, respectively.
Coordinated Optimization Modeling of Combined Electro-Gas Bi-Directional Conversion System (CEGBS)
Objective Function of Optimal Scheduling
In this paper, the objective is to minimize the energy purchase cost and environmental cost. The specific objective function is as follows:
where, C f is the total operating cost of system (yuan); C f 1 is the system's energy purchase cost (yuan); C f 2 is environmental costs (yuan).
System Energy Purchase Cost
The formula for calculating the cost of electricity purchase is as follows:
where, c t ec is the price of electricity purchased (or sold) at different times of a day (yuan/kWh); P t grid is the electric power purchased from grid at time t (kW).
The formula of gas purchase cost is as follows:
Substituting Equation (2), Equation (5), and Equation (6) into Equation (11), the gas purchase cost can be further obtained by:
where, c gc is the price of natural gas (2.5714 yuan/m 3 ). F CHP gas.t , V CHP gas.t and V P2G gas.t are the natural gas consumed by gas turbines, the natural gas consumed by fuel cells, and the natural gas produced by P2G, respectively(m 3 ). P CHP ge.t , P CF t and P P2G e.t are the electric power output by the gas turbine, the electric power output by the fuel cell, and the wind power used by P2G at time t, respectively (kW); η ge , η FC and η P2G gas are conversion efficiency of gas turbine, fuel cell, and P2G, respectively. According to Equation (11) and Equation (12), the cost of purchasing energy of the system is as follows:
Environmental Cost
The environmental cost is mainly the equivalent CO 2 processing cost. It is mainly composed of three parts: equivalent CO 2 emission from electricity purchase in distribution network, equivalent CO 2 emission from gas purchase in gas network, and the equivalent CO 2 absorption by P2G [23] . The formula is as follows:
where, ζ is the unit processing cost of CO 2 , (yuan/kg); λ e co 2 and λ g co 2 represent equivalent CO 2 emission factors for electricity purchases and gas purchases (kg/kWh). 
where, P optimal wind.t is accommodated wind power by system's electric load through the optimal dispatching at time t (kW); P abandon wind.t is the accommodated wind power by P2G at time t (kW); P wind t is the total wind power consumption at time t (kW); P CHP ge.t , P FC t , and P P2G e.t are the output power of the gas turbine, fuel cell, and P2G, respectively (kW); P load.t is the electric load of system (kW). heat storage device, the thermal energy stored in the heat storage device, and the thermal energy required by user (kW); δ t is the variable which only equals 0 or 1. (26) where, P min grid and P max grid are the maximum constraints on feeding and purchasing power (kW); Q max hs.c is the maximum heat storage power(kW); Q max ds.c is the maximum heat release power(kW); W HS.min and W HS.max represent the minimum and maximum heat storage, respectively(kWh).
Inequality Constrains
Solution Method
At present, there are many methods to solve optimization problems, such as evolutionary algorithm [32] or numerical algorithm [33] . In this paper, we use Yalmip, which is a toolbox of MATLABR2014a to solve the optimization problem. Yalmip is a simple, practical, and efficient mathematical modeling tool, which can be invoked by MATLAB. After modeling the optimization problem with Yalmip, it will invoke the appropriate solver (such as, gurobi, cplex, fmincon, etc.) in MATLAB to solve the optimization problem. Fmincon is a solver in MATLAB, which is used in this paper to find the optimal solution.
In order to use Yalmip in Matlab, we first write the standard form of the model as follows [34] :
where,C(x) is the objective function of optimal scheduling, which is represented by Equation (9). x is the decision variable of optimization problem, which contains wind power accommodation, the active power output of the devices in the system, the charging and discharging of the heat storage device, and the purchase of electricity from the power grid. Equations (15) to (18) consist of the equality constraints. Inequality constraints are composed by Equations (19) to (26).
Simulation Study
In this section, the effectiveness of CEGBCS proposed in this paper is verified. Firstly, the simulation parameters, the time-sharing electricity price of a day, the typical daily thermoelectric load curve, and the maximum output prediction curve of wind power generation without restriction are given in Table 1 and Figures 6-8 , respectively. Then, two traditional wind power accommodation methods are introduced in Scenarios 1-2, which are used to compare with the approach proposed in this paper. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method in accommodating wind power is verified by the simulation analysis. accommodation methods are introduced in Scenarios 1-2, which are used to compare with the approach proposed in this paper. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method in accommodating wind power is verified by the simulation analysis. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 approach proposed in this paper. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method in accommodating wind power is verified by the simulation analysis. 
Scenario Description
In order to verify the effect of wind power accommodation, the CEGBCS proposed in this paper is compared with two traditional models [15, 17] .
Scenario 1: Only the thermal storage device is used in the CHP system (traditional model). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 9 ; Scenario 2: Both the electric boiler and thermal storage device are used in CHP system (traditional model). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 10 ; Scenario 3: The P2G, thermal storage device and fuel cell are used in CHP system (i.e., CEGBCS proposed in this paper). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 2 . The system composition of Scenario 1 Figure 9 . the structure diagram of Scenario1. 
Scenario 1: Only the thermal storage device is used in the CHP system (traditional model). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 9 ; Scenario 2: Both the electric boiler and thermal storage device are used in CHP system (traditional model). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 10 ; Scenario 3: The P2G, thermal storage device and fuel cell are used in CHP system (i.e., CEGBCS proposed in this paper). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 2 . 
Scenario 1: Only the thermal storage device is used in the CHP system (traditional model). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 9 ; Scenario 2: Both the electric boiler and thermal storage device are used in CHP system (traditional model). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 10 ; Scenario 3: The P2G, thermal storage device and fuel cell are used in CHP system (i.e., CEGBCS proposed in this paper). Its structure diagram is shown in Figure 2 . The system composition of Scenario 1 Figure 9 . the structure diagram of Scenario1. The detailed composition of each scenario is as shown in Table 2 , where the symbol " √ " means that the device is included in scenario, and the symbol "×" indicates that the device is not included in the scenario. GT is gas turbine; HB is waste heat recovery device; FC is fuel cell; P2G is power to gas; EB is electric boiler; WT is wind turbine; HS is heat storage device. Maximum electric power of EB is 700 kW, and efficiency of EB is 0.98. Table 3 and Figure 11 shows the comparison of wind power accommodation by the same electric load. As shown in Table 3 , the total wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 1 is 3640.85 kW, the total wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 2 is 4011.97 kW, and the total wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is 4278.58 kW. This shows that the wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is higher than other Scenarios. Meanwhile, the wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is increased by 17.52% than Scenario 1, the wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is increased by 6.65% than Scenario 2. The detailed composition of each scenario is as shown in Table 2 , where the symbol "√" means that the device is included in scenario, and the symbol "×" indicates that the device is not included in the scenario. GT is gas turbine; HB is waste heat recovery device; FC is fuel cell; P2G is power to gas; EB is electric boiler; WT is wind turbine; HS is heat storage device. Maximum electric power of EB is 700kW, and efficiency of EB is 0.98. Table 3 and Figure 11 shows the comparison of wind power accommodation by the same electric load. As shown in Table 3 , the total wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 1 is 3640.85 kW, the total wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 2 is 4011.97 kW, and the total wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is 4278.58 kW. This shows that the wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is higher than other Scenarios. Meanwhile, the wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario 3 is increased by 17.52% than Scenario 1, the wind power accommodation by electric load in Scenario3 is increased by 6.65% than Scenario2. The optimal costs of different Scenarios are shown in Table 4 . As shown in Table 4 , although the cost of gas purchase in Scenario 3 is higher than Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, the cost of electricity purchase, environmental cost and total operation cost in Scenario 3 is less than other two scenarios. The total cost of scenario 3 is less due to two factors: (1) The wind power accommodation by electric load in scenario 3 is more than other two scenarios, and this leads to a reduction in electricity purchases from the grid. (2) When P2G accommodate excess wind power, a large amount of CO 2 in the air is absorbed by P2G, thus the environment treatment cost is reduced. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the energy change of heat storage device in different scenarios. As shown in Figure 12 , energy change of heat storage device in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 appear large fluctuations during the time interval from 7 a.m. to 16 p.m. Energy change of heat storage device in Scenario 3 is relatively flat. Figure 13 shows a comparison of produced thermal energy by gas turbine in different scenarios. It can be seen from the figure that the produced thermal energy by gas turbine in scenario 2 is less than scenario 1 and scenario 3. This is because there are three heat sources (electric boiler, heat storage device, and CHP unit) in scenario 2, while in the other scenarios there are only two heat sources (heat storage device and CHP unit) to provide thermal energy for users. Therefore, the gas turbine of scenario 2 has less thermal energy output. Figure 14 shows the total wind power accommodation of scenario 3 (i.e., CEGBCS proposed in this paper). It can be seen from the figure that the wind power in the system is divided into two parts for accommodation. First, through coordinated optimal operation, the electric load in the system can accommodate wind power as much as possible. Then the remaining wind power, which cannot be accommodated by electric load, is used by P2G to produce natural gas. Figure 14 shows the total wind power accommodation of scenario 3 (i.e., CEGBCS proposed in this paper). It can be seen from the figure that the wind power in the system is divided into two parts for accommodation. First, through coordinated optimal operation, the electric load in the system can accommodate wind power as much as possible. Then the remaining wind power, which cannot be accommodated by electric load, is used by P2G to produce natural gas. Figure 15 and Figure 16 are optimal scheduling of the heat power and electric power in scenario 3, respectively. In this dispatch model, due to ignoring the thermal inertia, the electric power value and heat power value of each unit are equal to the electric load demand and the thermal load demand. It can be discovered from Figures 15 that during the time interval from 6 a.m. to 22p.m., the fuel cell produces electric power to decrease the purchased electricity amount from the grid. By Figure 16 , it can be discovered that most of the thermal demand in the system are met by CHP. Figures 15 and 16 are optimal scheduling of the heat power and electric power in scenario 3, respectively. In this dispatch model, due to ignoring the thermal inertia, the electric power value and heat power value of each unit are equal to the electric load demand and the thermal load demand. It can be discovered from Figure 15 that during the time interval from 6 a.m. to 22 p.m., the fuel cell produces electric power to decrease the purchased electricity amount from the grid. By Figure 16 , it can be discovered that most of the thermal demand in the system are met by CHP. Figure 15 and Figure 16 are optimal scheduling of the heat power and electric power in scenario 3, respectively. In this dispatch model, due to ignoring the thermal inertia, the electric power value and heat power value of each unit are equal to the electric load demand and the thermal load demand. It can be discovered from Figures 15 that during the time interval from 6 a.m. to 22p. m., the fuel cell produces electric power to decrease the purchased electricity amount from the grid. By Figure 16 , it can be discovered that most of the thermal demand in the system are met by CHP. 
Simulation Result Analysis
√ √ × × × √ √ Scenario 2 √ √ × × √ √ √ Scenario 3 √ √ √ √ × √ √
Conclusions
In this paper, a combined electro-gas bidirectional conversion system (CEGBCS) with P2G, fuel cell, and heat storage device is proposed. The main contribution of CEGBS is that it can effectively solve the problem of wind curtailments in northeast China during the heat supply season. Compared with the traditional method, the proposed method has the following characteristics:
1. This system can simultaneously decouple two operating modes ("Following the Electric load"
and Following the Heat load) of CHP unit. 2. The CEGBS system can also realize large-scale local accommodation of wind power and longterm, low-cost indirect storage of remaining wind power. 3. The CEGBCS can realize bidirectional conversion between the electro-gas or electro-thermal energy. 4. The simulation results show that the CEGBCS proposed in this paper is not only superior to the existing methods, but also has the lowest operating cost and the best environmental benefit. 
1.
This system can simultaneously decouple two operating modes ("Following the Electric load" and Following the Heat load) of CHP unit.
2.
The CEGBS system can also realize large-scale local accommodation of wind power and long-term, low-cost indirect storage of remaining wind power.
3.
The CEGBCS can realize bidirectional conversion between the electro-gas or electro-thermal energy.
4.
The simulation results show that the CEGBCS proposed in this paper is not only superior to the existing methods, but also has the lowest operating cost and the best environmental benefit.
